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Evolution of emoji and beyond :
A diachronic observation of visual representations
in Japanese mobile media

Kazuko MIYAKE＊

1. Introduction
Across the globe, mobile media have developed considerably since the first mobile phones were introduced. As these become increasingly central to our daily communication, they are arguably also influencing our
interpersonal communication patterns. One notable global trend is the widespread use of EMOJI ; introduced on
iPhones in 2011, emoji have rapidly become popular internationally across a wide range of devices and social
media platforms. They have received much media attention, for example when

‘Face with Tears of Joy’ was

chosen as the Word of the Year by the Oxford Dictionary (see BBC Newsbeat 2015) and when emoji became
the subject of an exhibition held at the MoMA in New York (see New York Times 2016). Today, EMOJI are
widely used in social media and other digital platforms, not only for interpersonal communication but also for
promotional communications (Das et.al. 2019), marketing, law, health care and many other purposes (Bai et al.
2019). In the popular and journalistic realm, publications such as Lucas (2016) have tended to celebrate
EMOJI’s inpact on the contemporary world and breaking language barriers. However, the idea of emoji evolving into an independent lauguage is thought to be rather debatable ; Evans (2017) argues that EMOJI cannot become a fully functioned language and suggests it can be seen as a descendant of both punctuation marks and infographics (209). Danesi (2017 : 91) emphasizes ;
[T]here is the possibility that the exlusive and uniform use of emoji may spread [ ] It will entail the learning of a new literacy based on emoji grammar. It is unlikely, however, that this is attainable or even desirable given the high level of visual noise that would always be present and likely not eliminated even
through familiarity.
Instead, the pragmatic and interactional functions of EMOJI mentioned in Evans (2017) and Danesi (2017)
are seen to be more important, and research in this direction with data analysis are rising in numbers (Köng
＊
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This paper uses EMOJI to refer to the features available on current smartphones, distinguishing them from the emoji used
on pre-smartphone era devices known as keitai.
MoMA is an acronym standing for The Museum of Modern Art, New York.
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2019, Sampietro 2019, for example). The discussions in the west seem to tend to focus predominantly on the facial EMOJI, despite the abundance of other icons such as food and drinks, nature, places, etc. This leads us to
pay much attention to the emotive nature of the function of EMOJI. However, the original emoji developed in
Japan fulfilled a far wider range of dimentions and functions. While globalisation seemingly makes communication modes more similar across the globe, it is still necessary to recognise the particularities of the communicative practices found in different cultural contexts. It is therefore important to record history of the original emoji
in Japan : its appearance, development and its use in the Japanese context before it evolved into present-day
EMOJI. In the process, we shall see how emoji have played an indispensable role in the Japanese keitai communication, yet has a rather minor role in smartphone communication. The study of the process will contribute
to an understanding of how EMOJI have developed and future directions for EMOJI in local and global communication.

2. Evolution of VRs (visual representations) : from keitai messaging to smartphones
While it is widely-recognised that EMOJI originate from Japan, what is often overlooked is the fact that the
EMOJI we see today are quite different―both visually and in terms of usage―from the original emoji in Japan.
Emoji were in use in Japan for over ten years before EMOJI became available internationally. They developed
through the medium of keitai―Japanese mobile phones―which gained internet-connectivity in 1999, long before the ‘smartphone era’ began in the West. In this context, emoji became immensely popular and continued to
evolve. As identified in this author’s previous works (see Miyake 2007), diverse and creative uses of emoji, kaomoji and other such digital pictograms and ideograms have been major characteristics of Japanese mobile communication. All such visual forms of expression will hereafter be referred to as ‘visual represenations’ (VRs).
In the context of Japanese mobile media, an early introduction of internet-based messaging services led to a
rapid expansion of emoji use and variety, which in turn helped to foster a unique mobile media culture (see Miyake 2007). This contrasted sharply with Western mobile phone communication, which continued to use SMS
(Short Message Service), with far fewer instances of emoticon usage (see Thurlow 2003) and no appearance of
EMOJI until the introduction of smartphones. Since those early days, Japan was developing cutting-edge mobile
technologies and spearheading global trends by creating a variety of features and functionalities. Despite this,
Japanese keitai remained mostly unknown to global markets and, as a result of their isolated evolution, came to
be known as ‘Galapagos mobile phones’ (likened to the unique species that evolved on the Galapagos Islands).
It was not until smartphones with internet-connectivity became widely used that EMOJI became known across
the globe. Figure 1 below illustrates the evolution of VRs in Japanese mobile media . Similarly to the Western

Keitai is a shortened form of keitai denwa.
Garakei in short form. It is officially called as feature phone by Somusho, Ministry of International Affairs and Communications).
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Figure 1.

The evolution of VR in Japanese mobile media

mobile phone, the earliest keitai only offered kaomoji, the Japanese version of a pictorial representation of a facial expression using punctuation marks, numbers, letters, and symbols. Emoji appeared in 1999 alongside the
introduction of i-mode by NTT DoCoMo, the first internet access service to be offered for keitai. Other keitai
providers quickly began to offer similar features and this led to the rapid expansion of available types of emoji.
Soon, additional features were introduced enabling users to add photographs, videos and animated emoji (i.e.
emoji which move on the screen) to their messages ; this was then followed by deco-anime which made the
whole message appear in motion and animated forms (see Miyake 2012). Thus animation and decoration
emerge as key characteristics of Japanese mobile communication, and this trend has continued to the smartphone era, highlighting the strong visual orientation of Japanese mobile communication.
When EMOJI were introduced on the iPhone in 2011, they were perceived in the West as a novel and
popular feature and drew much media attention, as exemplified in the Word of the Year nomination of ‘Face
This paper mainly deals with emoji, kaomoji (Japanese emoticons), and symbols but there are many other forms of VR.
For example, deviated uses of three writing systems, kanji, hiragana and katakana can create diverse visual effects, and breaking the linguistic norms of small and large letter usage in Japanese can also serve as modality expressions (see Miyake 2007
for more details).
The photography feature enables users to attach a photograph to a message ; decomé-emoji allow texts to be coloured or
for images and moving emoji to be inserted into the message ; deco-animé allow users to make the whole message appear in
motion, with a sophisticated range of options such as the possibility of changing the animation depending on the date and time.
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with Tears of Joy’ by the Oxford Dictionary (BBC Newsbeat 2015). By contrast, in Japan, where VRs had long
been a major feature of mobile communication, EMOJI were not a new concept but simply a new form of VR.
Thus, when the iPhone was first introduced in Japan, efforts to convert keitai users to the iPhone posed considerable challenges ; the internet conectivity was not seen by Japanese consumers as a major selling point, and it
was not considered user-friendly due to its limited functionality compared to existing keitai models. Some of
those users who had switched to the iPhone continued to use it in tandem with keitai ; others even abandoned
the iPhone and went back to using keitai exclusively. It was only around 2011 that Japan saw a dramatic increase in smartphone user numbers, following the incorporation of emoji into unicode as well as improved battery life and features offering television access which had previously been only available on keitai. Gradually,
the iPhone and other smartphones have come to replace keitai, and emoji are now hardly ever used. Despite the
abundance of EMOJI available on smartphones, EMOJI play a relative small part in Japanese mobile communication today. This can be partly explained by the initially slow uptake of the iPhone, but also by the development of other VRs on new platforms such as the Social Networking Service (SNS) called LINE . LINE has now
become established as the most populer platform among all the digital media, with 98.1% use among youths in
their 20’s and an avarage of 82.3% in all generations (Somusho 2019). Its popularity is largely due to the inbuilt
stickers feature it offers ; much larger and more visually expressive than emoji or EMOJI, these stickers (see
Figures 4-8 for examples) became an instant hit among Japanese youths and spread widely to other regions of
Asia such as Tailand, Taiwan, and Indonesia (Kawaguchi 2019). Thus, throughout the development of Japanese
mobile media, VRs have played a central role ; now, the Japanese smartphone users are able to combine the use
of a vast range of VRs in their communication. The following sections (3-5) will examine the functions and uses
of emoji, EMOJI and stickers and highlight some of the key differences and similarities between these features.

3. Functions and uses of early emoji in keitai messages
In this section, data from a number of studies in 2003-2013 is analysed to examine how early emoji were
being used in real exchanges between young people using keitai messaging.

3.1. emoji as modalities of emotional states?
In face-to-face communication, non-verbal and paralinguistic cues are often used for repairs and conveying
emotions and intent. It has often been suggested that emoji fulfilled these communicative functions in Japanese
keitai messaging, as they lend themselves to emotive expression (Nakamura 2001), conveying one’s feelings
and avoiding misunderstandings (Satake 2002). Yet, it is questionable whether the expression of emotional
states was the primary function of emoji ; while the icons depicting facial expressions could be said to represent

Similar to WhatsApp and Kakaotalk used widely across Europe and in Korea respectively.
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emotional states, there were relatively few of them across the whole range of emoji (Miyake 2007). Moreover,
an examination of actual usage shows that emoji were very often employed in ways that bore no resemblance to
their originally intended meanings (which can be found on the keitai companies’ websites). In a study conducted
by Miyake (2007), 128 university students provided 128 real-life mobile conversations composed of 1,814 sentences in 658 messages. An example from the study can be seen below : an exchange between two young
women who were close friends from high school.

Example 1. Two 21-year old females−close friends from high school
A : さきちゃん明日の約束覚えてる？？
‘Hey Saki! Remember we’re meeting up tomorrow??’
B : 覚えてるよ〜
‘Of course I remember! ;))))’
A : よかった
‘Yeay!’
B : 20 時か 21 時くらいでいいんだょね？？
‘Did we say like 8 or 9 pm??’
A : そうそうそうそうそう

申し訳ないさきの用事が終わってからちょっと時間があるけど

‘Yuuuuuuup Sorry you’ll have to kill a bit of time!’
B : 全然いーょ

じゃぁまた明日ね〜

‘No worries!!! See you tomorrow then!’
(data from Miyake 2007)

On the website of the keitai company (NTT DoCoMo), the emoji characters

and

are referred to as

‘tulip’ and ‘lipstick’. However, they are being used quite differently from their assigned meanings, as the conversation has nothing to do with flowers or make-up. It is also worth noting here that, as seen in these messages,
emoji are often found in parts of the text where one would normally expect the appearance of punctuation marks
(Miyake 2003). In order to gain the users’ perspectives on the function of emoji, university students were interviewed on how they use and interpret emoji (Miyake 2012) . The results are summarised in Table 1 below. Their
comments include many references to aesthetic considerations such as ‘aiming to keep a balance in the overall
colour and shape of the message’ and ‘to decorate the message’, as well as notions that they wish ‘to make the
message more friendly’ ; others simply responded they had no particular reasons for using them. The results of
the survey (Miyake 2007) and interviews (Miyake 2012) suggest that emoji were not always used with conIn November 2011, 20 university students who were still using keitai participated in an open discussion about their uses of
keitai messaging, emoji and thoughts on replacing their devices with smartphones.
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University students’ comments regarding their emoji uses

scious intent of overtly expressing and communicating emotional states (Nakamura 2001 ; Satake 2002), but
rather modalities of subtly (often deliberately but not always) evoking a particular atmosphere.

3.2. The positions and functions of emoji
In addition to the choice of emoji, their position in relation to the text could be seen to reflect the functions
they played in the message. Table 2 below includes extracts of keitai messages where emoji have appeared ; the
data has been categorised according to the position of the emoji within the text and their apparent functions (Miyake 2012).
a) Substitution of the object being referred to
This category refers to the use of emoji as icons of specific objects, things, or events. In the example sentence, substituting

with ‘school’ will create : ‘Until what time are you at school?’ Although often thought to

be one of the main functions of emoji, the data showed that this category represented a small percentage of reallife usage.
b) Reiteration−through images−of the object or event being referred to
Similarly to a), this category refers to the use of emoji as icons. However, instead of replacing the word
with an image, here the emoji are placed before or after the words they represent. From the perspective of successful exchange of information, there is no apparent need to repeat the word ; it can therefore be assumed that
this use has other functions such as evoking an atmosphere. In the first example sentence,

may be a reference

to drinking or to the environment in which the drinking is taking place i.e. the party ; in the second,

could of

course mean a coffee cup but here seems to be alluding to the overall context i.e. the café where the person is to
be working.
c) Expressing body language / movement
Emoji in this category are also used as icons, but, as the result of their frequent use, have acquired a variety
of possible meanings which change depending on the context of a communcative exchange and require the re-
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Table 2.

The positions and functions of emoji

cipient to interpret their meaning. For example, depending on the context,
‘goodbye’, while an addition of ”can create

could mean ‘stop’, ‘hello’ or

” to illustrate a waving hand.

d) Prosody
This refers to the use of emoji to convey pitch or tone. Although Japanese already has textual devices for
such purposes (such as ― and 〜), the message is enhanced and emphasised by the handwritten feel of emoji
and their colourfulness.
e) Expression of emotion that corresponds to the preceding clause
This category refers to the use of emoji when emotions are being expressed in a message. Emoji in this
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category correspond closely to the textual information as seen in the example sentences. In かわいそうにぃ
(‘Poor you..

’), the crying face corresponds with the empathy expressed in the text ; in ありがと

(‘Thanks

’), the hearts correspond with the feelings of appreciation and love expressed in the text. As discused in section 3.1, this type of emoji use (modalities of emotional states) was less common than often expected, representing only 9.6% of the sample.
f) Expression of emotion that differs from or contradicts the preceding clause
Emoji in this category are also used to accompany expressions of emotions but unlike those in e), these appear to contrast with or differ from the feelings expressed in the text. In the first example, よかったね
(‘That’s great

’), the congratulatory message is accompanied by a crying face. Here, the recipient is required

to interpret the meaning : Is the person crying out of happiness? Or remembering the challenges involved in
achieving something? Or perhaps congratulating the friend on his/her victory while also conveying a feeling of
sadness for his/her own defeat? The interpretations differ greatly according to context. Similarly, in the example
それじゃぁいまから寝るね

(‘Well I’m off to bed then

’) the link between the notion of going to bed

and the emoji is context-driven. For example, the emoji could be adding an apologetic tone (since one is ending
the conversation) or expressing embarrassment. Thus, this type of emoji use requires the recipient to interpret
the message by identifying a link between the text and emoji (see Miyake 2007). This category was by far the
most common function of emoji use, representing 41.1% of the whole sample.
g) No apparent connection to the preceding clause. Creating an atmosphere ; rhythmical function ;
changing topics ; replacing punctuation marks
The emoji in this category have no apparent relation to the text they accompany. In the example sentences,
the emoji characters
なぁ

(four-leaf clover) and

(‘I’m so jealous

(typhoon) do not seem to be used literally. The clover in いい

’) is used to substitute a punctuation mark and the positive connotation associated

with the clover seems to soften the envious tone of the message. The light bulb in ところで
後ヒマ〜？ (‘By the way
よ

あしたの放課

Are you free tomorrow afternoon?’) and the typhoon in 結構書き込みしてある

お仕事どう？ (‘There are quite a few comments

how’s work going?’) both replace a punctuation

mark while signalling a change of topic in a casual and friendly way. Emoji used in this way fulfil various functions and convey a variety of potential meanings. As the interview of university students (Miyake 2012) illustrated that while these emoji may carry some meaning, they are not generally employed as a precise form of representation ; instead, they are often being employed as accessories, to add colour, or to simply show that there is
some kind of feeling attached to the message (without specifying which, exactly). This type of emoji usage accounted for 27.3% of the whole data. Interestingly, combining categories f) and g) shows that in nearly 70% of
cases, emoji have been used with ambiguity, leaving the recipients to infer their intended meaning. The strong
emphasis placed on inference in emoji usage seems to correspond to the idea of Japan as a high-context culture
(see Hall 1976). It is worth examining, then, whether this is also reflected in the ways newer forms of VR, such
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as EMOJI and stickers, are being used.

4. Emoji and EMOJI
As already mentioned, the gradual replacement of keitai by smartphones has meant emoji are no longer
widely used, but many keitai users were reluctant to convert to the iPhone at the beginning. The reason behind
this reluctance may lie in the crucial differences that can be observed between the presentation and uses of the
EMOJI offered by the iPhone and the emoji on keitai. As discussed in Section 3, emoji were introduced to keitai
in 1999 by NTT DoCoMo via i-mode. However, the inventor of emoji, Shigetaka Kurita, suggests that they
originated from Pocket Bells−a type of pager that was extremely popular in the mid-1990s among young people in Japan (see The Guardian 2016). Moreover, in another interview, he mentions that their designs are rooted
in the established art of manga drawings, where pictograms have commonly been employed to convey emotional states, for example the sweat mark representing embarrassment (see Lucas 2016, 49). Emoji are composed
of 12 by 12 pixels and have a simplistic visual style with the potential to cover a wide range of meanings. As
discussed in Section 3, they have often been used to evoke a particular atmosphere or feeling instead of overtly
conveying a precise message. Meanwhile, EMOJI, with their high resolution and visual vibrance, are much
more realistic depictions, thus offering a more limited scope for interpretation. For example,

, the most popu-

lar emoji from NTT DoCoMo, could be interpreted in a wide range of ways due to its simple design. In contrast,
the EMOJI on the iPhone offer many choices for smileys, faces and animal faces (see Figure 2) but due to their
realistic depiction there are far fewer contexts in which each could be used .
Figure 3 compares the NTT DoCoMo’s emoji with the equivalent EMOJI on the iPhone. The iPhone
EMOJI

depicts a bowl of noodles (i.e. a specific type of food) whereas the equivalent NTT DoCoMo emoji

depicts a bowl with steam coming out (meaning it can represent many different types of food). Similarly, the
emoji

is a clear depiction of a pig, whereas the emoji

could refer to a pig but is also sufficiently vague to

create a comic effect or convey cheekiness or surprise. As these examples show, emoji offer a wide range of
uses and interpretations due to their simple designs, and it is this simplicity that has made them so effective as
modalities of subtly conveying atmosphere and intentions. Moreover, they tend to create a communication style
that relies on the recipient’s ability to interpret the message and the supposed intent of the sender (see Miyake
2009). In contrast, since EMOJI seem to depic everyday objects more realistically, they are more likely to be

Figure 2.

How the emoji icon

would be displayed on iPhones

This analysis has been carried out using emoji by NTT DoCoMo, which was the most popular keitai service provider in its
heyday (around 2010), as it was used by more than half of keitai users in Japan. However, it should be noted that emoji on
other keitai services such as SoftBank and au were somewhat more realistic than NTT DoCoMo’s.
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A comparison of ‘emoji’ (NTT DoCoMo) and emoji (iPhones)

used to refer to those objects more specifically, and their potential applications are thus more limited (than those
of emoji). The only way for EMOJI to refer to a wide range of objects is therefore to offer more variations and
options. Thus, in response to the changing needs and awareness of their users, Apple and other smartphone companies are constantly creating new EMOJI such as the icons for a male-male couple
couple

and a female-female

introduced in 2012 (Emojipedia), and the feature enabling a choice of skin colour introduced in

2015. Their realistic and colourful graphics means that EMOJI will inevitably continue to grow in numbers,
since this is the only way to ensure that enough images are available for every specific context and user requirement. In contrast, due to their simplicity, a small number of emoji is sufficient for a wide range of contexts.

5. Stickers : A new form of VR (visual representation)
In 2011, just as smartphone usage was on the rise in Japan and emoji were beginning to be replaced by
EMOJI, a new form of VR took Japanese mobile media by storm : stickers. A unique feature offered by the
SNS, LINE, stickers became available through its chat function. According to Somusho (2019), 99.0% of Japanese youths in their twenties, and 87.0% of all age groups are using smartphones. An overwhelming majority
are users of SNS, and as mentioned earlier, LINE is extremely popular among youths. Unlike emoji and EMOJI,
stickers do not need to be inserted into texts and are usually very large in size, occupying a large part or sometimes the whole phone screen, and often combine words and images (see Figures 4-8 for examples). In this way,
they can be distinguished from earlier forms of VR by their dynamic visual presence. Figures 4-8 are examples
of how stickers are used by university students in combination with other VRs ; it is evident that this new feature is enabling users to further enhance the visual aspects of their mobile communication. For example, Figure
4 shows a combined use of stickers with onomatopoeia (which, interestingly, is very much reminiscent of how
mood and actions are conveyed in manga), photograph, and kaomoji in the speech bubble. Similarly, in Figure
5, there are 2 stickers, one with onomatopoeia and the other with a word expressing the speaker’s delight, and
EMOJI in the speech bubble. Figure 6 shows how stickers, EMOJI, symbols, and background screen images
(kisekae) all work together to create a combined visual effect. In all three examples, there is a dynamism and
visual impact that is created by the large stickers and accompanying hand-written style texts. Meanwhile,
EMOJI are being inserted into the text inside speech bubbles ; compared to the stickers, they seem to be playing
Based on data collected in October-December 2016 from real-live chat exchanges between university students aged 18-25
using the LINE application. Data includes 77 separate LINE conversations (Miyake 2018).
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Figure 5.
Figure 4.

Combined use of sticker
and EMOJI

Combined use of photograph,
sticker and kaomoji

a relatively minor role in the overall message, and certainly have a smaller visual impact. This is a pattern observed in a wider set of data collected in 2018 : EMOJI did not appear very frequently and were limited in variety, e.g. facial expressions, hearts, stars and party objects at the end of sentences ; the total use of EMOJI, kaomoji and symbols took up only 12 % of all speech bubbles, while stickers appeared in 34 % of each chat talk
(Miyake 2019). Evidently, stickers are now playing a dominant and central role in Japanese mobile communication. It is curious, considering the overwhelming success EMOJI still enjoys in the west. The dynamism of stickers and the use of words to accompany them (as seen in Figure 5) may suggest that they are being employed as
direct representations of the users’ emotions and realities. However, this is not necessarily the case. Figure 7, for
example, shows a sticker of a female character being used by a young male, and the three stickers being used in
Figure 8 have little connection to the texts. These ambiguous uses of stickers indicate that the practice of using
VRs to evoke an atmosphere of certain mood and emotions−as seen in the use of emoji in keitai−is still continuing in the smartphone age. The combined uses of different VRs means that communication is now being carried out across the entire screen through an intertwining of images and texts. The persistence of a strong visual
orientation in Japanese mobile communication may be connected to the artistic tradition of Japan, where words
and images are often found working together to portray and evoke emotions, worlds and universes (see Miyake
2013 for a more detailed exploration of these links).

6. Conclusion
Throughout the course of mobile media history in Japan, VRs have been a key element, evolving and trans-
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Figure 7.

Figure 6.

）

Male-Male chat using sticker
of a female character

Combined use of background
image kisekae, sticker, kaomoji, EMOJI and symbols

Figure 8.

Use of stickers with little
connection to the texts
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forming alongside technological advancements. The introduction of internet-connectivity to keitai in 1999
marked a new era for Japanese mobile communication, resulting in the development and rapid expansion of
emoji. Thanks to their simplistic design and ambiguity, emoji could be used in a wide range of contexts and thus
became a hugely popular and crucial tool for modality expression such as conveying mood and tone. As new
features were introduced to the keitai, a strong visual orientation could be seen in Japanese mobile communication practices. Today, as the era of keitai draws to a close, emoji have almost become a thing of the past . On
the other hand, its offspring, EMOJI, have come to be used not only in Japan but across the globe. Unlike emoji,
the realisticness of EMOJI images means that they are less adaptable to different contexts, which is likely to result in the continual creation of new images. The relatively limited use of EMOJI among smartphone users in Japan can be explained by the shift towards the widely popular and ever-growing use of the stickers on the online
messaging application, LINE. By situating the EMOJI we see today in the historical development of mobile media, this paper has demonstrated that visual representations such as EMOJI and emoji could function differently
in different cultures. It has also argued that the visual orientation of Japanese mobile communication is influenced by a Japanese cultural inclination towards the use of images in communication. While media-based communication has become increasingly common in our daily life, the importance of ‘visual language’ for successful communication has also grown. Examining how emoji evolve in the future and become adopted in different
cultural contexts could provide interesting insights into the communicative practices within those cultures.
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【Abstract】

絵文字の盛衰
─日本のモバイルメディアにおけるヴィジュアル表象─

三宅

和子＊

スマートフォンの普及に伴い世界では emoji の存在感が増している。その爆発的な人気から、emoji が日本発祥
であること、世界共通のコミュニケーションに貢献していることが取りざたされる。しかし日本で
年に作り
出され人気を博した絵文字は、その使用のされ方もコミュニケーション機能も、現在世界的に使用される emoji
とは異なるものであった。スマートフォンに emoji が導入された
年以降、日本でも emoji が使われるように
なったが、かつての絵文字の使用とは異なっている。絵文字をはじめとする日本のモバイルメディアにおけるヴ
ィジュアル表象の傾向は、LINE のスタンプや他の視覚に訴える装置の使用に置き換えられてきている。本稿は、
絵文字の進化の歴史を紐解き、emoji が日本の携帯電話時代の絵文字とどのように異なるかを考察する。電子メデ
ィア時代のコミュニケーションには今後もさらに、視覚に訴える「ヴィジュアル言語」が不可欠になろうが、そ
の進化や利用の仕方には、文化による異なりがあることに注意を向ける必要がある。
キーワード：絵文字、モバイルメディア、ヴィジュアル表象、スタンプ、記号論

Japan is credited with the creation of EMOJI, which has developed through the medium of smartphones to become a global
phenomenon and are now used across a wide range of social media and digital platforms. The use of EMOJI can be seen in a
variety of contexts, for both interpersonal and professional communication, and there are even debates over whether they
could evolve into a fully-fledged language, enabling people to communicate across the globe. Contrary to this global growth
and popularity, within the context of Japanese mobile communication, EMOJI now play a relatively minor role due to the
availability of other popular features, such as the stickers offered by the online messaging application, LINE. This paper argues that this is partly due to significant differences−both in terms of design and usage−between the EMOJI we see today
and the original emoji (henceforth emoji in Italic) that developed through pre-smartphone era devices known as keitai ; by
providing an overview of the historical development of mobile media in Japan - from 1995 (when keitai entered general usage) to the modern ‘smartphone era’−this paper seeks to demonstrate how emoji and the many other visual features on Japanese keitai and smartphones reflect a strongly visual-orientation of Japanese communication, which is also found in the country’s poetic and artistic traditions.
Key words : emoji, mobile media, visual representations, sticker, semiotics
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